Turn your good ideas into automation-powered apps
With UiPath Apps, you can create dynamic user experiences that
harness the efficiency and innovation of RPA and package them in
an intuitive, user-friendly interface. A low-code, drag-and-drop
development environment lets you turn your best ideas into
compelling applications that keep pace with changing business
and user requirements. You empower employees to access and
use automations, and you democratize RPA with UiPath Apps

Benefits
Broaden your RPA utilization
by creating engaging
experiences that simplify
tedious tasks and accelerate
end-user productivity.

Quick development and
rapid time-to-value
Simplified adherence
to compliance standards
Richer, more compelling
user experiences

Greater scalability
and wider deployment
options for automations
Improved employee
satisfaction and
productivity

Low-code design studio
Create and deploy apps that put the power of RPA
into the hands of more business users with UiPath
App Studio. A low-code design interface simplifies
the creation of apps ranging from enterprise-grade
applications to simple forms that streamline
processes and simplify cumbersome tasks.

Create and
deploy apps

Integrate multiple automations
and data sources

Single, intuitive
application

Combine existing automations in a single app
and integrate data from sources throughout the
enterprise—whether CRM, ERP, or legacy systems
without APIs. Deliver a single, intuitive application
regardless of where data originates or how many
applications and automations are involved.

A simplified, user-friendly
automation interface
Improve the user experience through apps that
provide an intuitive RPA interface for end-users.
Create richer employee experiences by eliminating
the need to switch between applications to
complete tasks. Users can also access apps via
any desktop, tablet, or mobile device.

Improved
user experience

Best-in-class governance, security, and scalability
Ensure that apps comply with regulatory and internal standards through governance features that enforce established
protocols, with embedded security that protects the integrity
of enterprise data sources and applications. Quickly deploy
secure apps throughout the organization with a single click.
Embedded
security

How does it work?
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Build

Deploy

Use

Compose the app
your business needs
with an intuitive set of
drag-and-drop controls

Easily test and deploy
the app across your
organization with the
click of a button

Run automations of
any kind from the app
and let your robots do
the work for you

For more details, please visit us at:
uipath.com/apps

